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Specially designed for AGRICULTRUAL MACHINERY TRACKING. When you consider that Â£70

million worth of plant and agricultural equipment is stolen every year with 95% never being
recovered itâ€™s clear that agricultural machinery tracking is vitally important to protect your

assets. TRACKER has specially designed products for agricultural machinery whether it is
powered or not, and fitting our tracking devices can reduce your insurance premiums by up to
25%! Farm equipment tracking allows you to receive alerts when vehicles or machinery are
removed from your premises and significantly increases the chance of swift recovery in the

unfortunate event of a theft. This means you can get back to work faster to minimise disruption
and loss of earnings, especially at time critical periods like harvest season. Can you really afford
not to? The Battery Powered TRACKER Retrieve is specially developed to protect unpowered or
infrequently used assets to avoid draining the battery, Battery Powered TRACKER Retrieve has

itâ€™s own power source and does not need to be wired into the electrical system of your
vehicle. The unit is easy to fit and suitable for all kinds of vehicles and assets from quad bikes,

horse boxes, trailers and catering vans to classic cars and vintage motorbikes. This battery
powered version uses the same advanced VHF tracking technology as the other TRACKER units

for fast, effective recovery of your stolen vehicle.

FEATURES: Patented VHF technology that can track stolen vehicles even when they are
concealed in containers, lock-ups or underground car parks. Long battery life with up to 5 years
standby. Can be installed easily in vehicles or hired assets. Offers high tech tracking that is not
affected by signal jammers. Nationwide support from the UK police force. Tracking coverage

throughout the UK, France, Spain, Poland, Italy, Holland and Luxembourg.

HOW DOES IT WORK? NOTIFY: If your vehicle is stolen you should call the police and
TRACKER to report the theft. ACTIVATE: On being contacted about the theft TRACKER will

activate the tracking unit. TRACK: The police will use TRACKER receivers in their patrol vehicles
and helicopters to locate your stolen vehicle. SECURE: Once located, TRACKER will send a
uniformed guard to wait with your vehicle anywhere in mainland Great Britain. RECOVER:
TRACKER will arrange for the recovery company to return your vehicle to you anywhere in

mainland Great Britain.

COST: Â£249 inc. VAT, installation & 1 year subscription. Plus additional annual subscriptions of
Â£99 or a 4 year subscription of Â£199

Other TRACKER options for agricultural vehicles can be found at: www.tracker.co.uk or give us a
call for more details.
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